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AUTHENTIC STORIES OF ALIEN CONTACT WITH URBAN AMERICAN INDIANS Following on

her bestselling book, Encounters with Star People, which told the stories of those living on the

reservation, Ardy Sixkiller Clarke's new book details the UFO stories of American Indians who live

off the reservation. One intriguing difference between the two groups: there were more cases of

physical evidence presented to back up the testimony of urban American Indians. As with her first

book, this volume not only recounts their encounters, but the recounting itself becomes part of the

story. A professor emeritus at Montana State University, the author reveals herself as part UFO

investigator, part journalist, part therapist, and part friend. The result is a work of great authenticity.
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Every bit the equal of her two previous books on UFO encounters. No one has done as much sheer

leg work as Ardy. She has been indefatigable in collecting stories and is always "on point" so to

speak no matter where she happens to be - what my Dad used to call a "real bird dog." This third

book may be my favorite simply because it is thicker and has more stories. I have already thumbed

and frowzled the first two books like some Bible fundamentalist, so now I have a new book to "fold,

spindle, and mutilate."Thank you again, Ardy. I really mean that.

Dr. Clarke has written another excellent book. This one centers on American Indians who do not live

on the reservation but have had UFO encounters. No two stories are alike, each one seems so



believable. The people she interviews, for the most part, just want their story to be heard. I found

these stories to be even more interesting than her first book. If you have an open mind, this is a

must read.

To the world, Eric von Daniken introduced the theory that humans have a history which includes life

beyond our planet Earth. Ardy Sixkiller Clarke brings it home! In her travels she interviews American

Indians who have had experiences with visitors from other planets. Also, historical tribal

acknowledgement of life outside of Earth. The book is captivating, curious, and well written. It is as

though the reader is traveling with the author. Her books document a part of American history that

could possibly become lost with time. I will keep this and her other books as part of my library.

With the same warmth and compassion she showed toward her interviewed guests in her other

books, the author digs even deeper into the !Ives and consequences of alien contact. More thought

provoking and a real eye opener of a. book!

Instinct transcends knowledge.â€œInstinct is something which transcends knowledge. We have,

undoubtedly, certain finer fibers that enable us to perceive truths when logical deduction, or any

other willful effort of the brain, is futile.â€• ~ Nikola Tesla.....if you have any doubts, follow your gut on

the veracity of these stories; they are both true and wonderful in that they validate for me all of the

things I have read and heard about UFO lore since the 1940s. This book and Ardy's first two belong

in the library of any serious student of ufology....all are stimulating and thought-provoking works and

invaluable resources of truth for what is and has been happening on our planet.

I find Dr. Clarke herself to be as fascinating as the American Indians she interviews for this

collection of stories about their experiences with the UFO phenomenon and the influence of Star

People on their culture. Independent, straightforward and open, she elicits important information

from credible witnesses who often become special friends. I have read three of her books now and

hope she writes more and keeps going strong.

Ardy Sixkiller Clarke has done it again ! She has collected fascinating stories from urban variety

American Indians about their encounters with UFO's and Aliens. Their stories are sometimes

sublime and at times very disturbing. Along the way we meet sometimes colorful characters who

share their incredible stories. They did not ask for notoriety and indeed kept their encounters inside



for fear of ridicule or in some cases to protect their "friends" the Star People. Dr. Clarke has given

them a voice so that the world outside their lives will know. As in her previous books, she shows

great compassion and understanding for her storytellers. Future historians would do well to consult

her works as a window on our attitudes concerning Alien contact. Yet, we don't need a future

historian if we read and open our eyes and minds to what is around us. Thank you Ardy !

Loved this book. My only problem was trying not to rush through it. If you liked Dr. Clarke's previous

two books, you will most definitely be intrigued by this latest collection of encounters. For some

reason, a large number of the accounts in this volume take a bit of a darker turn. Not all visitors are

of the ancestors, nor are they of good will.
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